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Dirty spin ice: The effect of dilution on spin freezing in Dy2Ti2O7

J. Snyder,1 J. S. Slusky,2 R. J. Cava,2 and P. Schiffer1,*
1Department of Physics and Materials Research Institute, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 168

2Department of Chemistry and Princeton Materials Institute, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
~Received 19 February 2002; published 30 August 2002!

We have studied spin freezing in the diluted spin ice compound Dy22xYxTi2O7 where the nonmagnetic Y
ions replace the magnetic Dy ions on the frustrated pyrochlore lattice. Magnetic ac and dc susceptibility data
are presented with an analysis of relaxation times for dilutions ofx50, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4. Site dilution
apparently decreases the relative number of spins participating in the icelike freezing near 16 K while leaving
the freezing temperature unchanged. Correspondingly the distribution of relaxation times associated with the
freezing is broadened only slightly with increasing dilution, suggesting that the freezing process observed near
T516 K involves the development of local correlations among the spins.
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Geometrically frustrated magnetic materials, in which t
topology of the spin lattice leads to a frustration of the sp
spin interactions, have recently been demonstrated to c
prise a class of magnets displaying unique cooperative
states.1,2 Although geometrical magnetic frustration has be
most extensively studied in materials with antiferromagne
nearest-neighbor interactions, the effects of strong frustra
have also been found in the so-called ‘‘spin ice’’ materi
~such as Dy2Ti2O7 , Ho2Ti2O7 , and Ho2Sn2O7! ~Refs.
3–12!, in which ferromagnetic and dipolar interactions c
be frustrated.13–16 The spins in these compounds are go
erned by the same statistical mechanics as the hydroge
oms in the ground state of ordinary hexagonal ice~Ih!.17–19

In ice, oxygen ions reside at the center of tetrahedra with
of the four nearest hydrogen ions~protons! situated closer to
it that the remaining two, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. In spin ice
materials, the magnetic rare-earth ions are situated on a
tice of corner-sharing tetrahedra, and their spins are c
strained by crystal-field interactions to point either direc
toward or directly away from the centers of the tetrahedra
shown in Fig. 1~b!. To minimize the dipole and ferromag
netic exchange interactions, the spins on each tetrahe
must be oriented such that two spins point inward and
point outward in exact analogy to the protons in ice.

The spin ice state has been demonstrated experimen
through neutron-scattering studies5,12,20 and also through
measurements of the magnetic specific heat, which yie
measured ground-state entropy in good agreement with
theoretical prediction for the ‘‘ice rules’’~first codified by
Pauling! and experimental results for ice.7,17,19 While the
spin entropy only freezes out belowT;3 K in Dy2Ti2O7 ,
magnetic susceptibility studies show a strongly frequen
dependent cooperative spin freezing atT;16 K,8,9 and then
a sharp drop atT;2 K.21 In contrast to traditional spin
glasses, theT;16 K spin-freezing transition is associate
with a very narrow range of relaxation times, and, rather th
quenching the spin freezing as in spin glasses, the app
tion of a magnetic field is found to enhance the spin
freezing. The dynamic spin ice freezing in Dy2Ti2O7 is
therefore a rather unusual example of glassiness in a m
netic system. Due to the purity of the system, it provides
excellent venue in which to study a simplified model of t
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complex thermodynamics of ice as well as the more gen
consequences of frustration in the limit of low disorder.

Here we report a study of this spin freezing in the dilut
spin ice compound Dy22xYxTi2O7 where we introduce con
trolled disorder by substituting nonmagnetic Y ions for t
J515/2 Dy31 ions on the frustrated pyrochlore lattice. W
find that such a dilution decreases the relative number
spins participating in the icelike freezing while leaving th
freezing temperature,Tf;16 K, and its frequency depen
dence unchanged. Correspondingly the distribution of rel
ation times associated with the freezing is broadened o
slightly with increasing dilution, suggesting that the freezi
processes are essentially unchanged by such dilution.
combination of these observations strongly suggests tha
spin freezing transition atT;16 K is cooperative in nature
and involves the development of short-range spin-spin co
lations.

Polycrystalline Dy22xYxTi2O7 samples were prepared u
ing standard solid-state synthesis techniques descr
previously8 with x50, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4. The resulting pow
der was pressed into pellets from which pieces were cu
measure. X-ray diffraction demonstrated the samples to b
a single structural phase, and Curie-Weiss fits done to
high temperature susceptibility were consistent withJ5 15

2

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of frustration in water ice a
spin ice.~a! In water ice each hydrogen is close to one or the ot
of its two oxygen neighbors, and each oxygen must have two
drogen ions closer to it than to its neighboring oxygen atoms.~b!
With its ions restricted to point either directly toward or away fro
the centers of the tetrahedra, spin ice mimics the same frustra
The open circle represents a site dilution where a yttrium atom
replaced one of dysprosium.
©2002 The American Physical Society32-1
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Dy31 ions. To examine the development of the magne
ground state of diluted spin ice, we study the magnetiza
~M! and the resultant dc susceptibility (xdc5dM/dH) as
well as the real and imaginary parts~x8 and x9! of the ac
susceptibility (xac) as a function of temperature. The dc su
ceptibility measurements were performed with a Quant
Design MPMS SQUID~superconducting quantum interfe
ence device! magnetometer, and the a.c. susceptibility m
surements were made with the ACMS option of the Quant
Design PPMS cryostat, calibrated with DyO.

Magnetic site dilution reduces the number of compl
tetrahedra and hence changes the local magnetic lands
As can be seen in Fig. 1~b!, by removing a single spin from
the complete Dy sublattice, two tetrahedra are broken and
Dy spins are left underconstrained. The extended effect
single nonmagnetic impurity suggests that a relatively l
level of dilution would affect the nature of frustration, chan
ing the number and types of relaxation processes availab
the spins and also the freezing temperature. For this rea
dilution studies of antiferromagnetic geometrically frustrat
magnets have been the focus of considerable re
attention.22–24 In particular, SrCr82xGa41xO19 ~SCGO!, a
frustrated antiferromagnet with a layered kagom´
structure25,26 has been studied extensively as a function
the concentration of the Cr ions relative to nonmagnetic
While not possessing the level of disorder traditionally as
ciated with spin glasses, SCGO displays a spin glass tra
tion at low temperatures (Tf!QWeiss;500 K), which is as-
sociated with the geometrical frustration inherent to
kagomélattice. Dilution would be expected to have a signi
cant impact on such a strongly frustrated system, and ind
Tf in SCGO is strongly reduced by dilution,27,28 decreasing
by ;32% for x52 ~;25% dilution!.

In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependent suscept
ity of Dy1.8Y0.2Ti2O7 as a function of frequency to demon
strate the freezing phenomena typical to all the samples.
find that xdc increases monotonically with decreasing te
perature as expected for a paramagnetic system with no
freezing. Whilex8(T) is virtually identical toxdc at our low-
est frequency, as noted previously,8,9 at higher frequencies
x8(T) has a sharp decrease atTf;16 K, deviating well be-
low xdc. This sharp drop leads to a local maximum inx8(T)
correlated with a sharp rise inx9(T) at a ‘‘freezing’’ tem-
peratureTf which increases with frequency. This feature is
common signature of a glass transition in both structu
glasses and spin glasses, and it is also observed in the di
tric permittivity of ice ~which directly probes the local pro
tonic motion!.29 The drop inx8(T) indicates that the spins
dynamic response is slowed such that they cannot respon
the time-varying magnetic field forT,Tf . This implies that
the system is out of equilibrium on the time scale of t
measurement, and thus that the observed properties de
on that time scale—a classic signature of glassiness.

Figure 3 displays the real and imaginary parts of the
susceptibility as a function of temperature for the differe
yttrium concentrations at a frequency of 1 kHz. These pl
clearly show the suppression of freezing through dilutio
since the drop inx8 atTf almost disappears between the pu
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sample andx50.4. Furthermore the rise inx9 at Tf de-
creases over 40% from the pure to thex50.4 sample, indi-
cating a reduction in absorption associated with the freez
process. Both of these changes are reflected at other freq
cies as well, and they indicate that fewer spins are particip
ing in the spin freezing atTf as the Dy sublattice is diluted
This implies that theT;16 K freezing is a collective phe
nomenon associated with the development of spin-spin
relations, rather than a single-ion effect which would not
affected by dilution.

Despite the strong reduction in the magnitude of the s
nature of freezing, the freezing process itself appears to
relatively unchanged in character by the dilution. The fre
ing temperatureTf , as determined by the minimum in th
derivative of x9, is unchanged to within;2% across the
span of dilutions. We can also fit the frequency depende
of the freezing temperature to an Arrhenius law,f
5 f 0e2Ea /kBTf whereEA is an activation energy for fluctua
tions and f 0 is a measure of the microscopic limiting fre
quency in the system. We plot such data in Fig. 4, and
find thatEA is of order the single ion anisotropy energy a
f 0 is of order MHz, both physically reasonable numbers
individual spin flips. Furthermore, the values ofEA and f 0
~shown on the plot! do not vary systematically across th
dilution series, andEA is actually constant to within a few
percent. This suggests that magnetic site dilution has l
impact on the mechanics of the spin freezing atT;16 K, but
simply acts to reduce the number of spins that participate
that transition.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the real and imaginary p
of the magnetic susceptibility~x8 andx9! of Dy1.8Y0.2Ti2O7 in the
absence of a dc magnetic field.
2-2
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Another method of parameterizing the spin freezing
through the Casimir–du Pre´ relation30 which predicts, for a
single relaxation time t, that x9( f )5 f t@(xT2xS)/(1
1 f 2t2)# where xT is the isothermal susceptibility in th
limit of low frequency andxS is the adiabatic susceptibility
in the limit of high frequency. We see in Fig. 5 that our da
fit such a form atT516 K fairly well for all of the samples

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the real and imaginary p
of the magnetic susceptibility~x8 and x9! of Dy22xYxTi2O7 at 1
kHz and in the absence of a dc magnetic field.

FIG. 4. Measurement frequency vs the inverse of the freez
temperature with fits to an Arrhenius law. The resulting fit para
eters~f 0 andEA! are also shown.
06443
s

with a slight broadening with increasingx. The excellent fit
for thex50 sample demonstrates the narrow range of rel
ation times in the pure system.8 Note that this behavior is in
sharp contrast to that in other dense magnetic systems ex
iting glasslike behavior, in which the peak typically spa
several decades.31–33 Notably, the peak is broadened on
slightly in the diluted samples: the full width at half max
mum reaches only about 1.4 decades in frequency—
quite close to the theoretical expectation of 1.14 decades
a single relaxation mode. This slight broadening is furth
evidence, however, that theT;16 K freezing is not a single-
ion effect but rather that spin relaxation near that tempera
is dependent on spin-spin interactions. The broadening of
peak can be also be parametrized by assuming a rang
relaxation times, as has been demonstrated in dielec
materials,34 which is planned for a future study.35 The quality
of the fits can be examined further by a Cole-Cole~Argand!
plot of x8 vs x9 ~Fig. 6!. For thex50 sample, this is a close

rts

g
-

FIG. 5. The imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility sca
to peak amplitude and frequency for Dy22xYxTi2O7 in the absence
of a dc magnetic field. Also shown is the peak expected from
Casimir–du Pre´ relation assuming a single characteristic relaxat
time for the system.

FIG. 6. Cole-Cole plot of the susceptibility data at several f
quencies atT516 K. The semicircular character of the plot dem
onstrates the narrow distribution of relaxation times around a c
acteristic relaxation time. A flattening of the circle is evidence o
slight broadening in the relaxation time distribution.
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approximation of the theoretically expected semicircle cor
sponding to a single relaxation mode for the pure sample8 It
does deviate more from semicircular behavior with add
dilution ~although still not approaching the several decad
of breadth seen in traditional spin glasses!. The characteristic
relaxation time, identified as the peak inx9 in this represen-
tation, can be seen to shift slightly to shorter times, from
ms in the pure sample to 0.2 ms in thex50.4 sample. This
result indicates a somewhat faster relaxation processes in
diluted samples, which is consistent with a reduction in
local constraints on the spins. The rather small magnitud
the change suggests, however, that the relaxation proce
are essentially unchanged with dilution.

The combined data yield two major results: dilution su
presses the magnitude of the freezing features in the sus
tibility, but the quantitative parameters which character
the spin freezing, e.g.,Tf , EA , and the characteristic time
scales associated with the dynamics, are essentially u
fected by dilution even up tox50.4. One possible explana
tion for the suppression of spin freezing in the dilut
samples is that the chemical substitution is altering the lat
constant, and thereby changing the strength of the spin-
interactions~either exchange or dipole!. If this were the case
however, one would expect a change in bothTf and the time
scales associated with the freezing. Thus we conclude
the changes in spin freezing as a result of dilution must b
the number of spins which experience slowed dynamics
low Tf . This suggests that the spin-spin correlations ass
ated with the freezing atTf are short ranged, i.e., the D
spins which have a full set of six Dy nearest neighbors
still freezing but those which directly neighbor an Y impuri
do not participate. Presumably those spins with second
further neighbor Y sites are only slightly affected~presum-
ably through dipole interactions!, explaining why the range
of relaxation frequencies is somewhat broadened in the
luted samples and why the characteristic relaxation time
comes shorter~because all spins are somewhat less frustra
by the reduction in the dipole fields!.

The data demonstrate that spin freezing in Dy2Ti2O7 is
quite different from that in traditional spin glasses and a
h
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quite different from the spin-glass-like transition observed
the geometrically frustrated antiferromagnet, SCGO, wh
Tf is strongly affected by dilution. Since the spin-spin cor
lations in SCGO are also fairly short-range36,37 the distinc-
tion appears that in Dy2Ti2O7 , the freezing atTf represents
the development of only nearest-neighbor correlations,
that longer range freezing occurs entirely at a low
temperature—presumablyT;2 K where the entropy is ob
served to freeze out.

The presence of two distinct features in thex(T) is per-
haps the most interesting aspect of the spin-ice free
Dy2Ti2O7 , and is not seen in the other well-established s
ice material Ho2Ti2O7 .21 It has been suggested that only t
lower-temperature feature represents freezing into an ice
spin state because it is closer in temperature to the free
in the heat capacity and the fact that no anomaly is s
above 2 K in the dcsusceptibility.9 Since dilution affects the
T;16 K feature, we believe that feature cannot corresp
to a single-ion effect, but must be also associated with
development of spin-spin correlations and therefore is a
cursor to the lower temperature ‘‘spin ice’’ freezing of t
entropy. Furthermore, since the magnitude of the freez
signature but not the other parameters characterizing
magnetic relaxation atT;16 K are strongly affected by di
lution, it appears that the freezing at that temperature refl
only the development of short-range correlations~since
longer range correlations would be affected by dilution!. We
conclude that the ‘‘spin ice’’ freezing is most likely occurrin
in two stages: atT;16 K, spins develop short-range corr
lations~presumably in local units of tetrahedra or larger! but
they continue to fluctuate at low frequencies, and then lo
range freezing is achieved upon further cooling to belowT
;2 K. This sort of two-stage freezing has also been see
ac susceptibility studies of the spin-glass-like freezing of
geometrically frustrated garnet Gd3Ga5O12,38 and future in-
vestigations may show it to be a common feature in ot
geometrically frustrated magnetic materials.
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